narrative-that downtown development is the project of the city and region's most powerful economic elites-has not been revised.
But if downtown is now less a seat of corporate power and more a "place to play" (Fainstein & Judd, 1999) , do these assumptions still hold? If indeed the value and use of downtown land has changed over the past four decades, would not that suggest that the nature and relative strength of downtown development interests would have shifted as well? This article posits that in many U.S. cities, downtowns are no longer the region's economic heart, and they are therefore unlikely to generate the sort of political power assumed in earlier political science studies. I study the players in peak, downtown-focused business organizations as a way to understand who in the business community is most engaged in downtown development issues, and to generate hypotheses about how further research could shed light on the relationship between the geography and the politics of the American downtown.
Narrative One: The New Downtown is Fun!
Whether for a leisurely walk next to the Reedy River Falls or a night of music and fast-paced entertainment, Downtown Greenville is the place to go for fun just about any day of the week. 
From the Greenville, South Carolina website

From the Downtown St. Louis Partnership website
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Over the past two decades, much of the new development in American downtowns has been the construction of cultural facilities, convention centers, and sports venues. Often these projects have been undertaken with the goal of encouraging tourism, seen by many economic development officials as an important new growth industry (Judd et al., 2003) . In addition, city officials and business leaders have better recognized the competitive advantages of central cities for functions like culture and night-time entertainment, as downtowns can offer amenities (access to mass transit, a dense and historically interesting built environment) with which sprawling suburbs cannot easily compete. Downtowns are now marketed as exciting areas in which to be enriched (by museums and concert halls) and entertained (by professional sporting events and themed restaurants). Downtown, we learn from promotion groups, is now officially "fun."
In many downtowns, moreover, market-rate housing has become a major part of the built environment. 3 The growing popularity of market-rate downtown housing is by now even reflected in census data, which show an increase in downtown populations, with more downtown residents who are college educated and who own their homes (Birch, 2005; Perlman, 1998) . 4 The trend toward renovating industrial lofts into living space has been underway, at least in some cities, for several decades (Zukin, 1982) . Now even office buildings have been repackaged for residential use, as apartments are seen as ways to rescue obsolete, class B office stock in cities like Denver, Tampa, St. Louis (Sharoff, 2001) , and Los Angeles (Bergsman, 2004) , where a recent study found continued increases in residential population, alongside decline in downtown employment (DiMassa, 2007) .
New entertainment spaces and residential districts are often heralded (by city officials and by the local press, if not always by academics--see Fainstein & Judd, 1999; Hannigan, 1998) as signs of a downtown "revival" or "comeback." This narrative of revival, however, overshadows (and indeed, is often intended to overshadow) the key underlying trend found in many American metropolitan areas: downtown is no longer the center of the region's economic life. The traditional CBDs are no longer necessarily their region's largest office markets or their largest employment nodes. In most metropolitan areas, a majority of jobs are found well outside the traditional CBD (Glaeser & Kahn, 2001 ). And only a few downtowns continue to dominate their metro area office markets. In the cities studied by Lang (2003) , traditional downtowns contained about one-third of the area's office space. He and other sources (see, for example, Center City District, 2006) note wide variation between more centralized MSAs (New York, Boston, San Francisco, Pittsburgh, and Chicago are examples) and the most decentralized areas (Las Vegas, Phoenix, Miami, and Houston) where CBDs may contain less than 20% of the region's office space (Center City District, 2006) . Both Lang and the Center City District find that the downtown share of the office market is decreasing over time. For example, Philadelphia contained just 27% of its region's office space in 2005, which was down from 41% in 1993-a reflection of the much faster pace of growth in its suburbs (Center City District, 2006) .
CBD office space had also, traditionally, been the most expensive in the region (indeed, urban economic theory's "bid-rent curve" assumes that the highest land values will always be at the center (Alonso, 1960) ). That has also changed. Quite often, newer, peripheral office developments are pricier than the average center city building. The most expensive offices in Atlanta are found in the Buckhead neighborhood (within the city limits, but miles from the downtown); the Philadelphia region's costliest offices are on the suburban Main Line (Center City District, 2006) .
And that's why we find office buildings converted into condominiums, banks renovated into theaters, and 50-acre football stadium/parking complexes usurping commercial districts: too few companies are compelled to be downtown, leaving space for more land-intensive and less profitable uses (Ford, 2003) . The trend toward big-footprint projects like stadiums and conventions centers in downtowns, or of converting office buildings into loft apartments, may be framed by city boosters as signs of an urban resurgence, but in some fundamental way they indicate that a city's downtown has lost its function as the key economic hub and real estate powerhouse of the region.
NARRATIVE 2: DOWNTOWN AS THE CENTER OF POWER
These changes in land use and economic geography would seem to presage fundamental changes in the urban political economy, but students of urban politics have not yet begun to grapple with their implications. Although there are political scientists who find new ways to write about downtown development (Fainstein, 1994; McGovern, 1998; Turner, 2002) , the basic political science downtown development paradigm first developed decades earlier has not been questioned: the redevelopment of the city's center is seen as the project of the most essential regional economic stakeholders who will reap immediate material and longer-term symbolic advantages from a robust urban core. They work in coalition with elected officials and appointed redevelopment directors who gain clear political advantage from their association with the city's dominant economic interests. Much of the urban political science literature on downtown development has been an exploration of these stakeholders and their mutual interests in the physical redevelopment of the city's center (Dahl, 1961; Mollenkopf, 1983; Salisbury, 1964; Wolfinger, 1974; Stone, 1989) .
The Peak Business Association: Downtown Development Catalyst
The peak downtown business association has been at the center of downtown development since emerging in the 1940s (Fogelson, 2001) , and it has been the focus of much urban development literature. The best known and most successful of these organizations played a dominant role in shaping policies to redevelop their downtowns. Some (e.g., Central Atlanta Progress) did so with an explicitly downtown focus; others (Greater Philadelphia Movement, Allegheny Conference on Community Development) were regional organizations that gave priority to a downtown redevelopment agenda. To ensure their effectiveness, many of these organizations restricted membership to the most prominent businesses (in contrast to Chambers of Commerce that represent all businesses) and required the participation of a company's CEO.
In cities like Boston (Mollenkopf, 1983 ), San Francisco (McGovern, 1998 Mollenkopf, 1983) ; Atlanta (Stone, 1989) , and Cleveland (Swanstrom, 1985) these groups shaped urban renewal policies and influenced local electoral politics, using these organizations as vehicles with which to "look more broadly, both in time and area," than other local interests were able to do (Stone, 1989, p. 21) . The Bay Area Committee, formed in San Francisco in 1946, included the Chief Executives of 23 of the 27 regional Fortune 500 companies, as well as the heads of the four major banks and two newspapers (McGovern, 1998; Mollenkopf, 1983) . In Pittsburgh, extensive infrastructure improvement and downtown redevelopment came about when a politically connected mayor, David Lawrence, joined forces with local business leadership, led by financier Richard King Mellon (Ferman, 1996; Sbragia, 1989) . Redevelopment in downtown Milwaukee was spearheaded by the Greater Milwaukee Committee, whose membership, according to its 1955 annual report, "owned or managed businesses representing one-fourth of the city's total assessed value of business property" (Norman, 1989, p. 184) . Either these business leaders literally invested in downtown, by dint of their ownership of its real estate, or they depended on getting customers/clients to come to downtown locations, or they would derive symbolic benefit from a robust downtown. In all the scholarly work on this topic, there is a stated or implied link between a business firm's concerns with profitability, its presence in or near a city's central business district, and its progrowth activism.
These peak organizations have been identified in the political science literature as central to the project of downtown development, both because they symbolized the collective interests of the most powerful economic actors, and because, by mobilizing this power into an organizational vehicle, they could have real impact on a city's electoral politics and on its redevelopment policies. They would seem, therefore, to be useful institutions to study if one wishes to see whether the private interests guiding downtown development have changed over the years. Are these economic interests still mobilized into peak organizations engaged in downtown development? If not, what do changes in private sector downtown leadership tell us about larger changes in the urban political economy?
TRACKING DOWNTOWN CHANGES THROUGH PEAK ORGANIZATION LEADERSHIP
To understand how urban business leadership has changed, and to suggest the implications of these changes for downtown politics, I have examined the leadership of three such peak organizations in earlier decades. These are the Greater Philadelphia Movement (GPM, formed in 1948), the Greater Baltimore Committee (GBC, formed in 1956), and Central Atlanta Progress (CAP, formed in 1941, when it was called Central Atlanta Improvement Association). (See Appendix B for further discussion of the choice of cases.) I have sought to identify the companies represented on these boards (which I have labeled "leadership companies"), ascertain the sectors in which these companies operated, and discover whether those companies are still in operation (and still in operation in those cities). Although these companies hardly represent any kind of random sample of locally based companies, it is fair to say that these organizations generally have represented the largest, most politically active companies in the area (the Greater Baltimore Committee, for example, specifically sought to engage the heads of the region's largest one hundred businesses). I have used the board of directors or members lists for the years available: 1960 and 1965 for GPM, 1962 for GBC, and 1970 for CAP (Appendix A includes a list of all the "leadership companies" studies; for a more extended explanation of these methods and their limitations, please see Appendix B).
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As Table 1 indicates, 26% of these "leadership companies" from the 1960-1970 period were still present in their region or city in 2006; 35% have either gone out of business, been bought out by another corporation headquartered elsewhere, or moved out of the region. It is quite likely that all or most of the 42 (29%) firms for which I could find no information are also defunct, so the percentage of firms represented on these boards that are no longer in the region is likely to be well over 50%. Atlanta has had the highest retention rate, which may reflect the fact that the board list is more recent, but could also speak to the greater economic success of Atlanta, which today has twice as many Fortune 500 headquarters as either Philadelphia or Baltimore, even though it has a smaller population than either of those cities.
The "leadership companies" have been broken down by sector in Table 2 . "Other professional service" firms include advertising, accounting, and architecture/engineering. Finance and insurance includes all manner of banks, investment firms, and insurance agencies. The admittedly clumsy "miscellaneous corporate" category includes all those companies not described in any other category (these run the gamut from manufacturers to energy producers to communications and transportation firms to retail establishments). In Table 3 , we see that some sectors have had a more stable presence than others. Law firms seem to be the most likely to have remained intact in their cities, especially in Philadelphia, where eight of the eleven companies from the GPM lists that are still active in Philadelphia are law firms.
In all three cities, the boards of the 1960s and 1970s were dominated by the insurance, banking, financial, and "miscellaneous corporate" sectors (Table 4 gives further break down of the dominant corporate sectors found in this category in each city).
On the other hand, the "miscellaneous corporate" category has shown larger decline. First, industrial producers and energy firms had been part of the downtown leadership in earlier decadesboth Philadelphia and Baltimore groups had included representatives from major regional subsidiaries of companies like Bethlehem Steel and General Electric, and local companies like Sun Oil. Although a few industrial producers remain in these regions (examples include Black and Decker in Baltimore), the decline in industrial employment since 1970, both nationally and in urban areas, has been documented (Harrison & Bluestone, 1982) .
But some of the other companies in the "miscellaneous corporate" category represent sectors that, to both scholars and practitioners of an earlier era, seemed particularly place-bound. Local utilities and newspapers had played an important role in downtown growth coalitions (Logan & Molotch, 1987) , their deep interest in promoting the local economic base clearly linked to the nature of their business. But even these companies have become less tied to central cities. First, both industries have been able to adjust to the realities of a more dispersed metropolitan region, and have developed their suburban client bases, becoming less dependent on downtown business. Moreover, deregulation, mergers, and acquisitions have changed the nature of both industries. Today, many utilities are part of regional conglomerates with less focus on particular The most strikingly transformed sector in this "miscellaneous corporate category" is retail, and specifically the once iconic downtown flagship department store. The presidents of these stores were often extremely active in shaping downtown development coalitions (Cohen, 2007) , and heavily engaged in civic affairs, sponsoring parades in cities like New York and Detroit, and underwriting the costs of a museum in Newark. Their often large, elaborate downtown buildings were seen as emblematic of the identity of a city's center (Isenberg, 2004) . Today, the list of remaining downtown flagship department stores is short indeed. Where a downtown houses a department store it is most likely part of a national chain such as Cincinnati-based Federated Department Stores, which over the years has bought up such downtown fixtures as Macy's, Bloomingdale's, and A&S (New York City); Rich's (Atlanta), Filene's (Boston), Marshall Field (Chicago), Goldsmith's (Memphis), Burdine's (Miami), and Strawbridge's (Philadelphia). As a result of this industry reshuffling, only one of the retailers whose heads had sat on these leadership boards is still in operation (Haverty's Furniture in Atlanta). The decline of the downtown department store is felt in the city's economy, in its downtown power structure, and in its built environment-in some cases flagship stores have simply been demolished (as was Hudson's in downtown Detroit, to the consternation of preservationists-see McGraw, 2002) or reused, as is the case of Muse's seven-story downtown Atlanta store, now loft apartments.
"Leadership companies" in the area of banking and insurance have been similarly depleted in our case study cities. The heads of local banks had been among the most eager participants of urban-renewal era downtown coalitions. These institutions surely seemed to be exceptionally place-bound. Federal regulations made it difficult for banks to operate beyond their local areas, so their fate seemed to be intertwined with the local economy and the value of local real estate. But deregulation has led to a consolidation in the banking industry, as those banks that managed to remain solvent have frequently been bought up by one of five or six national banking giants (Dymski, 1999) . Whereas in the 1960s cities like Philadelphia and Baltimore would have been home to some eight or ten substantial, locally controlled banks, today such cities may have no locally controlled banks at all. Richard King Mellon's claim that he cannot "just move our banks," it turns out, was not completely accurate.
The local implications of these industry-wide changes can be found when we look at the fate of leadership companies in this sector. Of the financial institutions represented on the 1960-1970 boards, just 14 of the 47 are still active in their regions. These include a few insurance companies (although some are now part of larger "groups" based in New York or Europe) and a few financial service firms that have remained active. T. Rowe Price and Legg Mason, for example, are two large financial service groups that have remained headquartered in Baltimore. The banks represented on leadership boards, however, have been far less stable. The Greater Philadelphia Movement had six bank presidents on its board in 1960, representing the major local banks of that decade. By 2000 not one of those banks existed. In Baltimore, two of the banks whose presidents served on the Greater Baltimore Committee board in 1962 are still headquartered in Baltimore. The remaining six that could be traced have been bought up by banks in Atlanta, Buffalo, and Charlotte. Atlanta has been the beneficiary of some of this merger activity, as the Atlanta-based Suntrust has emerged as a national leader. Nonetheless, five other local banks have since been absorbed into either Bank of America or Wachovia, and another has been closed. In some cases, too, bank buildings are now put to uses that suggest the new function of the central city built environment: architecturally significant bank buildings in Philadelphia now house the Ritz-Carlton and Loews hotels; San Diego's First National Bank building has been converted to condominiums, and the former Western National and Eutaw Savings Banks in Baltimore now house the France-Merrick Performing Arts Center.
In sum, we see that the most economically dominant companies that had once spearheaded downtown redevelopment in Atlanta, Baltimore, and Philadelphia in the 1960s are largely gone (Holloway & Wheeler, 1991; Hodos, 2002) . Apparently, the "place-based" economic interests whose downtown "sunk costs" made them appear as permanent fixtures of the downtown landscape a few decades ago were not as permanent as they had seemed. The literature focused on the urban renewal era could not have anticipated just how many core members of the downtown-based business groups would flee.
Of course, the loss of these particular firms in these particular industries need not suggest the economic decline of the central city-after all, these firms could well have been replaced by other firms in newly dominant industries, in which case the political base of downtown could, despite these changes, remain intact. But there are several reasons to suggest that this has not been the case.
DOWNTOWN LEADERSHIP TODAY
If so many of the firms that had been engaged in downtown development and advocacy have disappeared, is there still a "downtown business interest" articulated in city politics? There is, but I would argue it represents different segments of the business community, and, perhaps related to these sectoral shifts, it organizes itself differently. Today's downtown coalitions are geographically narrower, represented by groups focused only on the downtown (although in some cases their board membership may overlap with the boards of regional groups). At the same time, they have extended their constituency to include nonprofit executives and public officials, very few of which could be found on the boards of 1960-1970. These contrasts can best be seen by comparing downtown leadership boards of the earlier era with those active today. Ideally, I would have liked to accomplish this by comparing the board figures for GPM, GBC, and CAP from the 1960s-1970s, to those of 2006. I have indeed done this in the case of Atlanta. But in the cases of Philadelphia and Baltimore, a methodological problem emerged, one that is in itself very revealing of the political shifts in downtown leadership. Many of the peak business organizations identified with downtown advocacy in the 1950s and 1960s have either disappeared, or have shifted their focus to broader, regional issues like economic competitiveness, transportation, and education. Meanwhile, downtown-specific organizations have been created in many cities, and these have taken up the downtown-focused agenda first advocated by these earlier business groups. So, for example, the Greater Philadelphia Movement merged, transformed, emerged as Greater Philadelphia First in the 1980s, which in 2003 merged into the regional Chamber of Commerce (ironically, perhaps, as the group had originally formed with the goal of distinguishing the downtown-based corporate and banking concerns from those of regional industrialists-see Adams et al., 1991) . By then, it had become largely focused on regional issues, such as encouraging foreign investment and regional cooperation (Hodos, 2002) , with no focus on downtown development. But GPM had, in the late 1950s, spun off the Old Philadelphia Development Corporation, intended to help implement the ambitious Society Hill urban renewal plan. The OPDC had ultimately extended its reach to the traditional CBD, renaming itself the Central Philadelphia Development Corporation. The CPDC is thus the real successor to the downtown mission of the Greater Philadelphia Movement. The Greater Baltimore Committee has remained active, but has dropped its downtown agenda, and today has a purely regional focus. The organization's website notes its historical role in spurring downtown development, but today: "The GBC's mission is to improve the business climate of the Baltimore region by organizing its corporate and civic leadership to develop solutions to the problems that affect the region's competitiveness and viability." Its current priorities are development of biotechnology industries; support for regional transportation; and support for minority business development. 6 Meanwhile, downtown businesses have created the Downtown Partnership of Baltimore to attend to their specific concerns. Although this organization has no "genetic" ties to the Greater Baltimore Committee, it would be the logical place to look for a picture of business leadership in the downtown. In other cities as well, older organizations that had included downtown development as part of a broader agenda have seemed to move in a regional direction while dedicated downtown groups have taken up the central city revitalization banner.
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Business leadership concerned with the downtown has thus, at least in some cities, shifted its organizational vehicle from corporate-based, peak business organizations that included citywide and regional interests to organizations more narrowly engaged in the development and maintenance of the CBD. Upon closer observation, it is clear that the business sectors represented by these organizations, and their organizational goals, have changed as well. Table 5 shows the sectoral breakdown of downtown group board members in 2006. Whereas the older organizations were dominated by corporations (including manufacturers and retailers), banks and insurance companies (see Table 2 ), board membership for the contemporary groups includes scant corporate representation. Atlanta is the exception to this trend; CAP's board still includes such local institutions as Coca-Cola, Delta Airlines, Turner Broadcasting, and BellSouth. Nonetheless, even in Atlanta many of these corporations seem to have lost some of their downtown Atlanta focus, sending vice presidents rather than CEOs to represent them. The local press has frequently commented on the diminished clout of CAP, noting its failure to see its favored projects through, and bemoaning the decline of civic leadership in the downtown (Salter & Scott, 1991; Saporta, 2000; Saporta, 2003) . This is consistent with other literature, which suggests that as corporations stretch their geographic presence, they may become less engaged, economically or politically, in their headquarters city. As Kanter notes, "large businesses supplying global customers have weaker ties to specific regions" (2000, p.166), and most certainly have a reduced interest in the fate of the region's downtown.
In place of banks, corporations, and department stores, we see greater representation of the public and nonprofit sectors. The older boards had no public participation, and the only nonprofit representation was in Philadelphia, where both a construction union and the University of Pennsylvania were part of the leadership coalition. Today, in contrast, most downtown groups include several public representatives ex officio, suggesting a more formalized cooperation between private and public interests in downtown development and management.
We also see an increase in nonprofit representation, which includes universities, nonprofit hospitals, and cultural institutions. This suggests the greater importance of large nonprofits as economic actors: Universities and their medical centers are the largest private employers in Philadelphia, New Haven, and the San Francisco Bay Area (Strom, 2005; Wallack, 2005) -and unlike those Mellon-owned banks, they really cannot move. Major cultural institutions are increasingly embraced by downtown business leaders as key actors in economic development efforts, and there is now enormous ideological and organizational overlap between downtown booster groups, tourism promoters, and cultural advocates (Strom, 2003) .
The dominant business sector on downtown boards today is the real estate industry. On all of today's boards, real estate interests (which include developers and leasing agents) represent approximately a quarter of all representatives. This percentage actually undervalues the importance of real estate to these organizations, however, as many of the law firms and "other professional service" firms (which include a number of architectural firms) are very closely tied to the real estate industry. The combined representation of real estate, nonprofit, and public sectors-three sectors virtually absent from the earlier boards-now comprises about half of the board in Atlanta (47%) and Baltimore (52%), and over a third in Philadelphia (35%). The constituency working for CBD development, at least as represented on peak business association boards, has clearly changed in ways that reflect the changing value and function of the downtown as productive economic space.
Today's downtown groups also rely on organizational and financial structures that were not found among urban renewal-era groups: the self-financed Business Improvement Districts (BIDs), which are state-enabled special assessment districts in which property owners pay toward the provision of enhanced public services in their district.
8 Today, nearly every downtown development group manages or has a dotted-line relationship to a BID; many downtown BIDS were formed at the urging of downtown organizations and their constituent businesses, no doubt, in some cases as a way to ensure a sufficient income stream to support the organization (Briffault, 1999) . These groups, then, function largely as service organizations, collecting fees from local property owners in exchange for providing services, the most common of which include maintenance, façade and street improvements, and marketing (Mitchell, 2001) .
9 BIDs and their services have become a key part of the mobilization of downtown interests, because these organizations can then keep a constituency together around the appeal of a service organization; with the special assessment powers they experience limited "free rider" problems (Briffault, 1999; Mitchell, 2001) .
One does find variation among downtown groups and BIDs, with better-established organizations led by strong boards and/or experienced and knowledgeable directors playing roles beyond simple service provision. 10 The Center City group in Philadelphia does a great deal of research and planning (see their website, http://www.centercityphila.org/ for examples of their reports); the Downtown Seattle Association has been active in addressing the problems of affordable housing and homelessness in that city's downtown (Harrell, 2004; Slobodzian, 2005) . In Charlotte the Center City Partners board, which unlike many downtown boards still includes many top corporate leaders, functions almost as the downtown planning and marketing arm of both the city and the corporate sectors; plans commissioned by the organization have in several instances been adopted as the official plan of the city. But most downtown groups today are no longer the vehicles of the region's top employers, so they have come to rely more on the skills of their staff (the directors of the downtown groups in both Philadelphia and Seattle have been with their organizations many years, and are well-known and respected figures in political, business, and academic circles), and more generally the professionalization of downtown promotion and management.
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THE POLITICAL IMPLICATIONS OF THE NEW DOWNTOWN
How and Why the New Downtown Coalition is Different
It is clear that the economic base of the downtown leadership has changed, and it is safe to say that downtown is no longer a primary focus of the largest regional economic interests. What is less clear is whether that has an impact on the ability of downtown interests to shape the city's development agenda. Does it matter that the remaining downtown growth interests are developers, brokers, university presidents, and city officials rather than bankers and manufacturers? I would hypothesize that it does, but I admit this hypothesis requires considerably more testing. In theory at least, the significant presence of nonprofit and public officials surely gives these groups a different agenda than their all-private sector predecessors would have had. Although it would be naïve to claim that public officials and nonprofit leaders always engage in urban redevelopment with democratic and eleemosynary goals, it is clear that such leaders are responsible to different constituencies than are their private sector counterparts (Strom, 2005) . For public and nonprofit officials, maximizing economic returns is only one of many goals. Nonprofit organizations are responsible to boards of trustees who may place a higher priority on issues like organizational prestige. Public officials need to garner votes from a broad, geographically dispersed constituency, but also care about the reputation of their cities among investors and other political leaders. Certainly, many public officials support the efforts of BIDs to provide enhanced services without dipping into public coffers, although some government leaders may share the concerns of critics who wonder whether this form of privatization has negative consequences for democratic governance (Briffault, 1999) . At any rate, the inclusion of public officials on these leadership boards represents a number of trends in the maturation of various "public-private partnership models" (Friedan & Sagalyn, 1989) but it can surely suggest at least some loss of preeminence on the part of the private sector downtown leadership, which can no longer depend on an active cadre of CEOs, and must invite public officials to be part of their decision-making processes in order to gain attention and support.
I would further argue that the replacement of corporate and banking CEOs with real estate developers and managers has altered the position of these downtown associations as well. First, the real estate industry is less central to a region's economic base and its promoters are therefore in a weaker institutional position to operate as insiders in a progrowth regime. Does this mean that real estate developers and owners have no economic significance or political clout? Of course not. Real estate interests can, and in some cities do play a prominent role as campaign funders, and their political largesse can give individual real estate developers excellent access to decision makers. Studies of downtown development have highlighted the centrality of the property development process, which can shape many aspects of a city's center (Fainstein, 1994) . At the very least, real estate development has a huge symbolic resonance, for it is the reshaping of the physical built environment-the ribbon cutting ceremonies, the "cranes on the skyline" (Healey & Barrett, 1990 ) that give political leaders the opportunity to claim credit for positive change. David Harvey notes the importance of the continued construction and destruction of the built environment as part of capitalist reproduction, and points to what he calls the "speculator-developer" as playing a key "coordinating and stabilizing function" in this process (Harvey, 1985, p. 68) .
But real estate remains, in Harvey's analysis, a secondary circuit of capital, auxiliary to primary production. Real estate is reactive-its value reflects the eagerness of other sorts of economic actors to locate in a particular place. If city boosters can persuade major corporations to locate in their center, some developer will be happy to take advantage of this opportunity. 12 In more concrete terms, real estate is not an export industry; 13 it does not have a large employment base (construction of course is an important part of the job market but construction jobs are largely sub, or sub-sub-contracted, so there is no direct line between a developer and this workforce). Individual developers may use tools such as campaign contributions to open access channels to public decision makers, but cities are not generally in competition for the favors of specific developers the way they are for car makers, pharmaceutical firms, or even football franchises. Indeed, Friedland and Palmer's analysis might suggest that the high level of engagement of real estate interests in activities such as campaign fund-raising indicates their lack of structural power-the most central economic actors, those with the power of exit, need not exert time and energy in these efforts to influence decision makers (Friedland & Palmer, 1984) . That real estate now appears to be such a dominant industry in some cities may say more about the dearth of other productive activities than it does about the potential of real estate alone to generate significant economic activity.
My claim here is not that real estate developers-or for that matter, the directors of nonprofit hospitals and universities-wield no influence in the politics of downtown development. Rather, I would maintain that they have influence over a narrower set of issues, with power that is more tactical (e.g., they can draw on it to fight particular, site-specific battles) than structural (e.g., capable of setting a political agenda). Real estate dominated groups, for better or worse, may also have a less ambitious civic agenda. Real estate owners and developers are probably not going to make significant material and symbolic investments of the kind made by companies like GM (in Detroit) or Prudential (in Newark)-it is not in their self-interest or part of their corporate culture to do so. But they also are less likely to play a prominent role trying to shape significant civic or political debates-when real estate is one's primary business, the key question is whether resources will be devoted to block X or block Y, and there may be less of an identification with and commitment to a larger civic agenda.
I further hypothesize that the proliferation of the "business improvement district" model as a way of mobilizing resources around downtown development suggests that this new coalition has different kinds of collective active issues than did earlier groups, which were more reliant on voluntary activities (donations of money and the involvement of corporate CEOs) than on mandated contributions such as those underwriting BID budgets. The creation of BIDs that focus on services and festivals recognizes the survival needs of organizations that can not count on a base of major employers to sustain them; rather, they rely on material incentives and seek alliances with public and nonprofit officials.
These hypotheses, however, require further testing, as there is surprisingly little research on the local organization of downtown real estate interests.
14 There is also little scholarly research about peak business associations in the post-urban renewal period; a better understanding of the factors behind the shifting missions and leaderships of groups like the Greater Baltimore Committee or the Allegheny Conference for Community Development would provide additional insight into the changing balance of power in downtown governance. Using organizational and newspaper archives and interviews, for example, a researcher could learn when and why such organizations abandoned downtown issues. These methods could also reveal any clear relationships between the sectoral representation on organizational boards and the agendas pursued by these organizations. Additional research could be done on various companies represented on downtown association boards to learn from them first-hand how they view the political roles of their organizations.
IS "DOWNTOWN VERSUS THE NEIGHBORHOODS" STILL A KEY POLITICAL CLEAVAGE?
Urban political scientists, on the one hand have long been interested in powerful downtown elites; on the other hand, they have shown a great deal of interest in the challenges to these groups, often represented by neighborhood associations adept at utilizing both the electoral arena and other means of protest (DeLeon, 1992; Ferman, 1996; Mollenkopf, 1983) . In some cities, would-be mayors successfully attacked downtown development policies, and indeed made their pledges to redirect resources from the central business district to struggling neighborhoods central to their election campaigns. Pete Flaherty, for example, was elected mayor of Pittsburgh in 1969 with the backing of a newly mobilized neighborhood movement (Ferman, 1996) ; San Francisco voters used the ballot box to challenge downtown interests both by electing sympathetic mayors and councils, and by passing voter initiatives that limited downtown development (DeLeon, 1992; McGovern, 1998) . In 1983, Boston voters eliminated mayoral candidates known for their support of downtown development and sent two neighborhood activists, Mel King and Ray Flynn, to compete in a run-off. Flynn, who went on to be elected mayor, reflected, "In 1983, there was a feeling that the downtown interests didn't respect the neighborhoods of Boston. . . . That's how Mel King and I got nominated in 1983. We represented fighters. People knew we were two tough neighborhood guys who were going to stand up to the powerful interests of the city and fight for the neighborhoods" (Nolan, 1993) . Some of the political conflicts between populist Dennis Kucinich's supporters and Cleveland's business community reflected this dynamic as well (Swanstrom, 1985) .
Is "downtown vs. the neighborhoods" still a key cleavage in U.S. urban politics? I hypothesize that opposition to downtown development is less likely to be the point around which today's urban populist groups mobilize than would have been the case a few decades earlier. To support this hypothesis I have only anecdotal (and admittedly slim anecdotal) evidence. Former Boston Mayor Flynn noted that it was no longer a feature of electoral politics in his city (Nolan, 1993) , and interviews with elected officials in Seattle suggested a similar dampening of tensions. In recent elections in Newark, Cleveland, and New York, just to name a few cities, the lines of cleavage did not seem to run between defenders and detractors of downtown development. Of course, there will always been political conflict over the spatial distribution of public resources, but I would argue that in most cities "downtown" is no longer seen as the enemy of those who advocate investment in their own residential neighborhoods.
If indeed this claim is true, there could be many explanations, including the successes of some earlier challengers to downtown who succeeded in implementing growth caps and linkage policies. But I would also argue that downtown simply is not the sort of target it once was. As at least in some cities, downtown has lost corporate headquarters, office space, and symbolic clout, perhaps it has seemed less threatening to neighborhood advocates as well. Moreover, today's downtown groups are busy with activities it is hard to dislike-who is against clean streets, better lighting, and farmers' markets? Indeed, in interviews, some downtown organization leaders explicitly talked about the importance of their food fairs and art walks as effective ways to broaden political support for downtown investment (see endnote 11). New downtown developments are in many cases, as well, championed by a new set of supporters-cultural leaders, university administrators-and are marketed not as buttoned-down business centers but as hip, edgy spaces. Downtown groups are intent on reshaping and marketing downtown as a place to see a ball game, grab a beer, or live in trendy, artist-inspired lofts. As central city areas gain residential population, they themselves become "neighborhoods."
This is an admittedly hard hypothesis to test rigorously. One could choose cities that had manifested downtown versus neighborhood cleavages and study selected elections over time to see if these issues remained salient. Finer-grained case studies of those cities in which electoral politics had once pitted the interests of downtown business against the interests of neighborhood residents could reveal some shifts in electoral rhetoric around development issues, and that such research could help further the goal of better understanding the politics of the new downtown.
In conclusion, American central business districts have undergone dramatic changes in function over the past four decades, and it should be expected that these functional changes would be accompanied by changes in political organization and influence. In an earlier era, the downtown was usually the region's largest employment node and home to its key retailing and financial activities. Regional business leaders saw a healthy downtown as crucial to the success of their enterprises, and they worked, often through peak business organizations, to push for downtown revitalization alongside other business concerns. Today, many of the key business institutions, once at the heart of the downtown coalition, are gone. Downtowns are now less dominant as either economic centers or as the basis of political power. While corporate interests in many cities still work toward downtown improvements, this cause is less central to their mission, and less connected to a broader regional business agenda. Those most concerned with downtown are now real estate interests, who seek allies among nonprofit organizations and forge connections to cultural institutions.
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APPENDIX B
Finding historical data on nonprofit organizations is far more challenging than I would have anticipated, and my choice of cases was very much constrained by the availability of such data. Originally I had identified six peak business organizations that were active in the 1960s and still active in some form at present. In addition to the three studied here, I also sought information on the Allegheny Conference on Community Development, the Downtown Alliance in New York City, and the Greater Milwaukee Committee. The ACCD staff kindly provided me with a list of board members from 1960, but this list included no business affiliations. Likewise, the board list provided to me by the Rockefeller Brothers Fund archives, which has recently received the historical papers of the Downtown Alliance, did not include business affiliations. The staff at the Greater Milwaukee Committee insisted that the names of board members past and present were confidential, and at any rate their small staff did not know the whereabouts of their past records. I was therefore unable to carry out analysis of the boards of these three organizations.
The records of the Greater Philadelphia Movement are housed at the Urban Archives of the Temple University Library, where I was able to uncover board lists with business affiliations for 1960 and 1965. I chose to merge these lists to conduct the analysis; for the most part the board membership was very stable in these years, and only five firms on the 1965 board were not also represented on the 1960 board. The records of CAP are housed at the Atlanta Historical Society, whose research staff could only find a complete board list, with affiliations, for the year 1970. The staff of the Greater Baltimore Committee kindly sent me their membership lists for their founding year (1956) and for 1962. I chose to use the 1962 list to provide greater chronological consistency with the other organizations. The 1962 membership list, at any rate, was nearly identical to the 1956 list.
Contemporary board lists for Central Atlanta Progress and the Atlanta Downtown Improvement District; Downtown Partnership of Baltimore and the Downtown Management District; and Central Philadelphia Development Corporation and the Center City District are all found on these organizations' websites; I downloaded the data in March 2006, and have continued to rely on the numbers from that date. I combined the board lists for the each downtown association with its "BID," counting those who serve on both boards just once.
To place each company in an industrial sector, and to further learn the fate of each company, I relied on several sources. First, I searched for each company name using Google, which often led me to company websites, Wikipedia listings, or online historical archives that allowed me to assess the line of business for each company and learn its present location. Where such web searches were insufficient, I did further searches using newspaper archives identified through Lexis Nexis and Access World News. Finally, I used Hoover's Company Records, a business directory, to find information on companies not found through the other sources. 3 In some cities, downtown housing development benefits from an array of producer subsidies, so "market rate" is not an entirely accurate term. Most new downtown housing is not, however, "assisted" housing, with consumer subsidies and restrictions on residents incomes.
4 The extent of the downtown residential "boom" should not be exaggerated-Birch notes that, in the 45 cities she studies, the net gain in downtown population between 1970 and 2000 has totaled 35,000, while during the same period the suburban parts of these metro areas have gained 13 million residents. But these aggregate numbers obscure the significant downtown residential gains in some cities, where entire new residential districts have been established in downtown areas.
